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ABSTRACT 
----~ 

In this work a string theoretic approach is made to 

the calculation of ihe critical exponents a and B of the 

30 lsi n9 Model. Thi s approach ~/hi c<h has been pursued b'Y 

polyakov and collaborators has been pushed upto N • I 

supersymmetry (SUSY) of the world sheet. No realistic 

.. 
. / 

results have been obtained for N ~ I SUSV. Since it is now 

known that SUSY in space~time is g1~n by N = 2 SUSV in 

world sheet, an N = 2 supersymmetric approach has been 

pu~sued in this work. Polyakov has given arguments showing 

the identity of the ~tring theory away from the critical 

dimension and 20 superconformal field theory. It has been 

found here that for N = 2 SUSV the gauge coupling of the 

20 super conformal field theory (or the Wess-Zumino-Witten 

model) with the induced 20 super gravity does not renormalise. 

" This enable~ an ansatz to be made for a and B in terms of 

the conformal dimensions of ·20 superconformal field theory. 

" The latter are known now and the ansatz, which is analogous 

to Polyakov's ansatz for y, seem to give excellent values 

for q and B. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ising model was introduced In,1925 as the simplest 

model of a magnetic system which was expected to Show 

second order phase tt'ansition. In the event it was fourKl 

; 

by analytic methods of statistical mechanics that this " 

model in one dimension (lO) does not show phase transition. 

The solution of the two-dimensional ,Ising model (20) which 

was considered intractable for about twenty years was 

finally aChieved by On sager in 1944 in what has been consid

ered a 'tour de force'. Solution of the three-dimensional 
, 

Ising model (301M) has proved still more intractable. 

Though progress has been made towards an eventual 

solution of the problem by using numerical methods, a 

fully analytic solution has not yet been achieved. It 

appears that conventional methods of statistical mechanics 

is yet incap.able of treating the problem; new methods in 

string theory have been sug~ested. 

Since ,the application of string theory is mostly 

focused on the area of high energy phenomenology, success 

of tile effort,~~wards a solution of 30m 1~i11 confirm the 

bel ief in the universal ity of string, theory. The methods 

and techinques deveJoped in this connection may open the 

way to more extensive usc of string theory techinques in' 

statistical mechanics. 
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The plan, as given tn the table of contents~ is as 

follows. Chapter I and II are basically introductory in 

nature. Chapter III discusses the elements of string 

theory and the simplest approach to supersymmetry via 

superspace. In this chapter it is ~hown that the 20 super

conformal quantum field theory which is equivalent to a, 

Wess-Zumino-Witten model has a g~I(2/l) current algebra 

symmetry. In chapter IV after an introduction to the idea 

of critical exponents arguments are given le~ding to an 
11 II 

ansatz for a and 6 for the 3D Ising model. This ansatz 

which is in line with polyakov's ansatz for y seems to lead 

to excellent values. 
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CHAPTER - I 

INTRODUCTION TO ONE AND TWO 

DIMENSIONAL ISING MODELS 

The statistical study of systems of interacting parti~le. 

is be~set by many problems of largely mathematical nature. 

These difficulties have motivated theorists to devote a great 

deal of effort to devising and studying the simplest sorts df 

model systems which show any resemblance to those occurring 

in nature, The most sucessful of these models is one intro-

duced by E. Ising in an attempt to explain the ferromagnetic 

phase transition. 

Many aspects of the Ising model have been investigated 

by exact methods since the rigorous results obtained by 

Onsager for two dimensional Ising system. In addition to 

their direct significance for the theory of phase transitions, 

the results obtained were important as a test for the various 

approximation methods. 

We shall begin our discussion with the one dimensional 

Ising model (lDIM). The solution (1) for this case is given 

here· because it demonstrates the general feature of the model. 
, " 

Sec A: One dimensional Ising model. 

Consider an Ising system on a line of N sites with 

periodic boundary conditions as shown in fig. 1. 

1234 ......... 0 •••• 0 • 0 ••••• " •••• 11 

Fig.l, The one dimensional lattice. 
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Let the state of each site be described by a spin vari

able (J with values"!: 1. If we assume each unit- to interact 

with its two direct neighbors, the energy of interaction is 

given by 

El : -J L (J a '1 n n-r 

where J is the exchange coupling constant. periodic boundary 

condition means a N+1 = ai' 

If the system is in an external magnetic field H. the 

associated energy is given by 

Therefore, the total energy of the system is 

E = £1 +E2 

= -J L (J 
n 

- H 1: (J 
n 

The thermodynamic variable of interest is the partition 

funct ion iL. 

l = 1: exp (-BE) 
Conf. 

= E exp {SJ 1: an an +1 + SH 1: an} 
a 

If we introduce the abbreviations 

K = sJ and h = S H 

the partition function takes the form 

Let us now construct the transfer matrix-formalism 

for the one dimensional Ising model. 
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Expanding the Sum in e'$-' (I) yields 

Now defi ne 

then 

It is easy to see that this is the trace of the N th 

power of a 2 X 2 matrix T, where the rows (columns) of Tare 

labelled by the possible configurations of the initial (final) 

member of a neighboring pair of spins, ieo 

'I and 

(

V(+,+) 
T= 

V(-,+) 

V(+,-l) 

V(-,-) 

The matrix T is called the transfer matrix. 

The value of the trace is unchanged if we replace T by 
V2V1 so that 
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where 
V

1 ~ ( e
k 

e-
k

) 
pk 

ek e 

and 
V2 ~( :h 

: -h) 

The eigen values are determined by the equation 

e K+h -A e -k 
= 0 

e -k ek- h.>. 

~lith solutions 
k A . ~ e 1,,2 

Pence the ~artition function Is simply 

~=AN+;lN 
1 2 

In practice, we assume N to be very large so that our chain 

is nearly infinite in length. Therefore only the largest 

eigenualue of T is at all important. 

As N 4 ro 

Therefo re. the free energy per site 

F " -1 In ill 
ii 

, 

" -1 1n I e k cosh h +( e2k sin h 2h+e - 2 k) ~ I 
'8 

The magnetization per spin is 

~1 = - a F 
3H 

k 2 -2 -~ = 'e sinh h { e2k sinh h+e k} 
\ 

i 
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For any temperature T>D, zero magnetic fi~ld corresponds 

to h = O. The equation for the magnetization asserts that in 

this limit M + 0, so that there is no spontaneous magnetization 

at finite temperatures. Thus the one-dimensional Ising sy~.tem 

does not exhibit a phase transition. 

Sec B: Iwo dimensional Ising model. 

There are two main approaches to the exact solution of 

two-dimentional Ising model (201M). The first exact solution 

for the square lattice was obtained by Onsager in 1944 by a 

spinor algebric method •. The second one is a combinatorial 

solution of the problem found by Kac and Ward. Other simpler 

and more direct modified forms of these two approaches are 

now available. Here we shall follow the method of Schult~ 

r 2 J . 
Consider a set of spin arranged on a square lattice of 

M columns and N rows, interacting only with nearest neighbours. 

Since this problem has not been solved in the presence of an 

external magnetic field, we shall put H·O. The figure below 

shows a two dimensional spin system. 
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fig .. 2. Square lattice 

The energy of the system is given by 

E = - J E () () 1 nm n+l,m - J 1: (J (J 2 nm n,m+1 

J
1 

and J
2 

are, respectively, the exchange couplings 

within the columns and within the rows. 

To find the transfer matrix for the 20 case we write the 

matri~es V
1 

and V2for the 10 case in terms of the pauli 

matrices <l 
T • 

. ,~ . 

We first note that V1 and V2 can be expressed as 

V1 = [ exp K 1 I + [ exo (.oK) J T X 

V
2 

= I cosh h + T7 sinh h 



Since 2 
('ret) "I, 

exp (a Tet) • I cosh a + ret sinh a' 

• cosh a (I + T
et tanh a) 

which means that 

V
2 

• exp (h ,l) 

Similarly by defining a quantity 

* K such that 

* tan h K - exp (~2K) 

we can write VI as 

VI = (2 Sin h 2K)! exp (K*TX) 

The matrix VI and V2 can be generalised for the 2D case, Now 

instead of summing over two configurations of each spin, we 
",. 

sum over the 2 configuration of each row. The matrix V
2 

is 

diagonal and can be written as 

Similary 

• 

M 

VI = (2 sin h. ZK)~ * x exp (K b 'r I'll ) 

The matrices TaX and 'm~ are 2M X 2M mat~ices defined by 

l I X X I X 
i! X I x r T " ... , . .. 

I'll 

X I X x r , " .. m x x 
X I X r T . , . 

and 

where 
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To determine the eigen values of the matrix V. we intro

duce a spin raising and spin lowering. operators a+ anrl a 

Y'espectively as 

qi! ~ ({++ cr 

which obey 

[ .~ at 1 0 for j "f .~ 

" 0" j • 

{o; j 
+ } • CJ. j " 1 

The operators obey the mixed set of commutation and 

anticommutation rules. However it is possible to introduce 

new operators which convert the commutation into anticommu

tat.ion 

c+ + m-1 x ". t1 n' 0"'\1) m m 
,,"I 

)U.-l x 
C -- " 11 a 

m m 
\.>=1 " 

The "C'S all anticommute with each other and even with them-
" .T.' 

selves, except for the one non-vanishing anticommutator 

c + c 
)U m 

+ + C C "-1 
III Tn 

In terms of these 

v ,,( 2 sin 
1 

Fermion operators, VI becomes 

14/2- m ~ + " 
h 2 K1 ) exp K* E, (CrC - C"C" ) vt: J. ,,\J 

i 
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Similarly 

It is pD~sth~d to impose cyclic boundary conditions so tha! 

the system will acquire translational invariance. However 

we shall ignore this point here since it has no influence·on 

the final result. We now make a further transformations 

M-I [ ] r. . exp 2nin\1 l)~ 
\1 ~O . M-

In this case we get 

VI = (2510 h 2k ) [K* 
1 

~M-I 2nill L 

\1=-~M 
{ie 

M n n \1 -jJ 

Since \~e tr'eat 11 and -\1 as independent variables ",_e can 

write the exponent4~1 of the sum as a product of exponentials. 

We set therefore. 



with 

V1 (\1) { 2K * l + '" fIt] } ~ exp 1\ II - 1\" 1 \1 \1 -\1 - \1 , 

V2(\1) - exp { 2K2 {- COS £!IJ!. (1\+ 1\ -1\ n+) 
M \1 \1 -jJ -jJ 

+ Sin lli- (n+ 11+-'-'1- ~jJ I1jJ)] } 
M 

jJ - ,jJ 

With these relations we can 11rite the corresponding matrix as 

M. ~M 

V = (2 Sinh 2 K1 ) 2 n V1t(jJ) V2 (jJ) V1~(jJ) jJaO 

Since each jJ factdr in this product commutes with any other 

jJ factor, the problem 1s decomposed into a direct product of 

independent matrix problems. Any product of individual 

eigenvalues will be an eigenvalue of the matrix. 

Rigorous analysis shows that all eigenvalues will have 

the form 

where £(jJ) is defined by the relation 

Cosh "(ll) = Cosh 2KI* Cosh 2K2 
- Sinh 2K* Sinh 2K2 Cos 

• t· 

In the limit N, M + -, the other eigenvalues have negligible 

effect. The partition function is just the N th power of the 

largest eigenvalue of VI' tn analogy with the 1D Case. 

M/2 M In c(q)dq. 
Amax = (2 Sinh 2K

I
) exp 2IT 0 

i 
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CHAPTER II 

,~y~ d;m~!1sional~· 

.~~ndom,Surface-s a~!!_S ~!'i 09 Theorx 

Sec. A: PolXakov's Arg~ts. 

The simple arguments connecting ISing Model with strings 

vias given by Polyakov [3 J. Here we shall review his arguments. 

One starts by considering 20 Case. Since there are only 

two orientations in the Ising model. we denote 'up' spins by 

a cross and 'down' spins by a small circle. If one start~ -~ 

high temperature, the crosses and circles on a two dimensional 

structure will be randomly distributed. This is the parama

pnetic phase. When the temperature 1s lowered towards the 

the critical temperature it is believed that small drops of 

spin appears i~ the system. All spins in one drop have the 

same orientation. The shape, size and location of these drops 

are random. As the critical temperature Tc is approached 

these drops become bigger and eventually at Tc they coalesce 

form a ferromagnetic systeM. The situation at T~.lc and 

T<T are shnvm in Figs, 3 and 4. c 

Fig. 3, Drop of flipfd spins for' 'fit Te' 
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have anti-parallel spins. 

drops 

This applies YOr' T < T (Fig.5) 
'" C 

- :'21. 

where L is the perimeter of the drop. 

Therefore a configuration with a single drop contributes a tel 

I ~ exp (-2L) 

to the partition function. 

It is evide~t that such & drop mDY appear anywhere on the 

lattice. Moreover the ,sizes and si1ai'''"~ of th~ drops may a"lso 

vary. Summi ng ove,' 

il"' E 
drop 

shapes 
-?L 

:) 

and number of drops gives 

The sum over drops can be changed to a sum over paths. 

This .is done by giving weights to the intersection points. 

If we ha~e a self-intersection drops as shown beloK~ it has 

three possible puths • 

< . 1' ~~ 

[b "~"""'.mr 

["+]; 
~, L~J,~,~ <":; .. + . LJ -"'-C] 

C+ i) {-'n ('H) 
• 

(t~) 
" ,-,' 

.. , 

Fig. 6. Possible p,ths for D IDlf-tnterSacttan 

dropso 
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W~ena single parton moves, it describes a path of langth Land 

contributes e- L to the partition function. Th~ string which 

is a collection of free 

an area A and therefore 

bosonic partons 
-A contributes e 

in its motion spans 

to the partition 

function. If the partons have spin, then we have to add an 

extra factor (_l)v for each parton, while the string acquires 

a factor (-1)~. 

Since it is known that a fermionic string can be viewed 

as a collection of spin ~ partons, the 301M can be explained 

interms of string theory. 

As we have seen, the calculation of the partition function 

of a 3DIH is reduced to the summation over random surfaces. 

These sums are similar to the sum over random paths in 

ordinary quantum mechanics. ,It will be seen in the following 

that even though l as given by equation (2) cannot be re

liably calculated by analytic methods, the analogy with the 

string theory permits calculations of at least the"critical 

exponents. 

Sec B: Theoretical Justification for d S 1. 

Until ve!y rec~ntly the link between the critical proper-

ties of random surfaces and the continuuum string theories 

has been much weaker than in the case of field theory. 

HO~lever, in a new remarkable work Kni~hnik et al [4J have 

calculated the critical exponent y for random surfaces for 

dimensions of the embedding space d s 1. Although such 

embedding dimensions are not physically, they are very 
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important from the conceptual point of view. The reason is 

y can be exactly calculated for triangulated bosonic random 

surfaces for a number of these unphysical dimensions [5]; In 

fact the va1ue~ are 

d " -2, y " -1 

d " 0, y " -~ 

d " ~. y " -1/3 

d " 1, Y " 0 

These values compare well with those calculated using the 

formula obtained in ref [fl, 

y ( d) " d -1 - I(d -1 H d - 2 5 ) 

12 

The agreement can be considered a proof of the identity of 

the model of random surfaces and the continuum string theory 

for embedding dimensions d S 1 [6]. 
~- / 

It will be seen in ChIlI that this restriction on d seems 

to t:"., disappear in the N = 2 supersymmetric case. Thus 

further strengthens the identification mentioned above. 

" 

, 



CHAPTER III 

String Theory and Two Dimensional 

Superconforma!Quantum Field Theory 

SecoA: Bosonic String Theory 

The string theory originated in the analysis of elemen

tary particles. Instead of assuming elementary particles as 

point like objects with no internal structure a theory is 

devised in which elementary particles are thought of as one 

dimensional curves with infinitesimal thickness or so-calle( 

strings which interact· by joining and splitting. 

Since there is a belief that string theory can explain 

the four fundamental forces of nature, it is studied much 

extensively in modern physics. In this section we develop 

the equation of motion for a free string [4]. 

The motiorr of a particle along its path is described by 

stating the functional dependence of the three space 

coordinates on the time t. 

Xi = fi(t) 
'.' 

This kind of description is possible in the theory of 
, 

relativity as well a~ in non-relativistic physics. But in 

the theory of relativity, it is useful to choose a descrip

tion in which .the time is not set apart from the spatial 

coordinates. Therefore we have to describe its motion in 

Mi nkowski spaceo 



The path f0110wed by the particle in this' particular 

space is called the "world-line" and·its parametric repre

sentation is.gi~en by 

Xll = fil(1:) 

where 1: is the parameter which is called the proper time'. 

The \jel:atf.vfsJtcaction for a free particle is given by 

S i' -m r'l:2 
'1:) 

( aXil) 21! d aT T 

The motion of t~e string can be studied in a similar fas~A~~ 

Mathematically a ~tring is a one-dimensional finite curVE 

in space which changes its shape and position as a function 

of time. As the string moves in space - time a two - dimen

sional strip is generated. In analyogy with world-line we 

shall call such a configuration a world sheet. If the 

intrinsic par~meter of the string i5a, then its parametric 

equation is given by 

xil = Xil (0) 

Any range of variation can be taken for a and we fix 
. t· 

o < a ~ii:. 

A second variable t is required whicW can parametrize the 

evolution of the state of the string. From the view point 

of World-sheets the variables a and 1: are merely a pair of 

co-ordinates labelling the points of the sheet. The 

dynamical variables XP(O,T) introduced define the space· ~:, .. _ , 

location of (a.; T) and therefore the configuration of the ,. 
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World-sheet. 

The area element sp~nned by two infinitesimal displace

ments is give~ by 

d2A 
2,' .. 2 

" {(!!.!!.) -{~2!.)(22<-)2}~ da d-r aa aT ~~ aT 

The dynamics of the strinp is determined by the action. 

Nambu (1970) suggested that the relativistic action for 

a free string be proportional to the area of the surface 

spanned by the string. We therefor'!'! define the action to 

be " 

f 

s = 
T2 n I 

-1 f dT f "do'(ax ax 2 
2n",1 Tl 0 .1if iO) (22<-) 

2 
(ll) 2 

3T aq - - (3) 

let us define a 1agranpian density 

l " -1 .2 l2 '~. 2 i { -x x + ( .. x) } 
2n0:1 

x - ax x I _ ax 
where 

= aa • =a:r 

The equation of motion of the string follows from the 

principle of least action 
_ .... _Jl-.A 

css " 0 
T2· n 

= f dT f d~ III 
Ti 0 

• Since L is a function of x and x 

. lJ..h a IlX 
cSL .. M;iTT 

':-1_ r:~i.' 
':'- !J';i: 

... llL a 6x ax aa 

1 



But 

! ell. dx) 
3T "31 
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a aL - a 3 ' = ~ (;iT) dX +~- (ox) at -ox ax aT 

and hence 

a aL ox a a al a 
3T(ar ) - 3~ {ifJox ,. 3I 3 .. (ox) 

Similar equation for aL a (ax) ax l '5i1 

Therefore 

o c f lid 2.1. 0 
1:2 L 

10 =11 I + ft2 d L s , 0 0 all x , TIT axl 
'I' '(J :':0 

" 
f'C2 II '~aL a al 
1:1 d, ~ d <1 (rT 3f + acr lXaldx 

Since ox is arbitrary, we get the equntto~s 

and 

a h + a aL "0 aT "3 30' axl 

aL ,,0 
axl at <1" OJ n 

We can see that the dynamics of free string is analogous 

to quantum field theory in which xP replaces the field and 

<1 represents the"'sJ5"ace and or the time, 

We can introduce a more symmetric ~otation 
12-

(t • t ) ~ (t,o) 

The metric tensor 1s then given by 

9 tl (~) ~ a xP duX ; re;a = 1,2 
tt oc ~ ~ 

I 



1'2 

.. 
By construction the action for the strillg is inVDri~nt und0r 

any repal'ametl'1zation of. the variables 

t ... fll (til) 

Consequently the two dimensional st,r'e,ss-enC:r'HY tensot' , . 
vanishes. This symmetry is called reparametrisation sYQrnetry, 

There is another symmetry for string thoory whic~ is 

known as conformal symmetry. This artses from the require

that strings do not appear spontaneously from the vacuum. 

This non-trivial condi~ion on 20 field theory appears iJ 

the theory is confol'maliy inval'iant. r~athematically tl!~ 

following transformation 

g (cr I) • a.(~'~) 9 (a~) ab b . D~' 

is called a conformal transformation. FOI' I co~fo~~~"y 

invariant theory. the lagrangian should. be invariant under 

this transformation • 

. .. tJ 



Sec, B: Conformal Field Theory fn 

Two Diniensions 

" 

In this section we shall discuss two dimensional con-

forma 1 fi el d theory [8]. 

To begin with, consider the general coordinate trans~ 

formation 

~a '" 11 iI (1;;) 

Under this transformation the metric tensor gab transform IS 

,I , 
gab'" gab': 

I b I 
!.{a 2.1 rna sqb 

'. 
(la'b;' 

The conformal group is then defined as those coordinate 

transformations which leave the metric (4) invariant up to 

a scale factol", ie 

9~b (in ... g;b(~') ..: ( /j, h )g a b (f; , ,~ 2 ) : e
V 

1. - - - (4) 

In two dimensions this conformal group is infinite dimen

sional. To describe the group in two dimensions, it is 

common to introduce complex variables. 
"'. 

Let J! " xO+i x I 

- and 

if " xO·ix' 

The two dimensional conformal group consists of all trans

formations of the form 



ll+f(ll) 

I! -> ¥ (il) 

b 25 ., 

Where f and' -are arbitrary analytical functions. 

The metric in the complex coordinate will be 

ds 2 " d2d~ 

The infinitesimal generators of the group can be determined 

by considering the infinitesimal coordinate transformat1on 

f .> il' " i! + e(\!) 

! ~ i' ~ f + &(2) 

where e(i!) and~(ii) al'O, 'infinitesimal analytical function. 

Equation (5) constitute local conformal transformations. 

, Makin(l liaClrent expansions of dll) and (;'(ii) we get 

e(i!) ~ 
~ n+1 
E In ll ~ 

n=-oo 

7(i) = E 
I~= -0> 

If we introduce generators 

~ -m+l 
€ i'! -

III 

L " !!n+l d 
n d! 

~ -and Lm ~ ;!m-H d 
<Ii 

Then 
N 

[LIl' Lm] : 

[L • l 1 ~ 
<I III 

(n-m) Ln-,rrt 

(n-llI) I 
n+m 

[Ln. Lm ] ,,0 n ,Ill to I! 

'" 

(5) 
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This classical algebra is sometimes called'-loop algebra. 

In the quantam case, the algebras will' be corrected to inc-

lude an extra ,term. Since this algebra is defined locally, 

they are local conformal al~ebra in two dimensions. We can 

also have the global conformal group which is defined to be 

the group of conformal transformations. The infinitesimal 

generators are globally defined and the generators are 

{ L_1,Lo• L,} and { [-l'[&~ Co}. 

The global conformal algebra is useful for characterizing 
, 

properties of physical :states, If we work in a basis of 

eigenstates of the two operators Lo and t • and denote their 
o 

ei,genvalues by hand fi respectively. then hand fi are known 

as the conformal weight of the state. 

, We define now a field theory with conformal invariance 

in d-dimensions. ,One assumes the existence of a set of 

fields {Ai}. where the index i specifies different fields 

This set of fields tn general is infinite and contains in 

particular the derivatives of all the fields Ai(x). 

We now considt'tt" the case of t\~O dimensions. The line 

'element ds 2 ~ d!.!li;;i transforms under 

i! ... f(>!r and i! -j> f(ii) as 

d s 2 -, (ll ) ( ,~ ) d s 2 al! 31' 
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we shall generalize this transformation law t~.the form 
........ 

4> ( i!. Ii) + (-H) h (it) h 4> ( f ( i! ). f(-!)) (6 ) 

where hand h are real val~ed ~ositive quantities and 

(til is a subset of {Ai}' The transformation property {6) 

defines what is known as a primary field 4> of conformal 

weight (h.n). Not all fields in confo~ma1 field theory will 

turn out to have this transformation property. The re~t 

of the fields are known as secondery fields. 

In the conformal field theory the seale transformation 

is also important. Th~ scale transformation is given by 

~a ~ lia 
where ~als are coordinates. 

In the quantum field theory this scale symmetry t~kes 

place provided the stress-energy.tensor is traceless 

T
a 

" 0 a 

The stress-energy tensor infact satisfy the usual ·conserva

tion equation 

~ Ta b (~) = 0 a 

In two dimension.~ ... ~hese t\~O equations can be t'educed to 

where 

a-T = 0 
t! 

, ~ T = 0 
i'l . 

T = TIl - T12 -2iT12 

T "T 11 T 22 - 21 \2 

, 
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The fields T(2) and i(;) represent the generations of the 

infinitesimal conformal transformations. 

The operaf6r product exp~nsion of the stress-energy 

tensor with itself is given by 

T(~)T(w) ~ c/2 4 + 
(;:W) , 

....L T() + '1 aT(w) 
2 (J) ---

(il-W) (n-w)-

+ regular terms (7) 

This equation is derived by noting the general variation of 

the field T(e) 

i- T(~) = e(n) Tl(!i + 2e'(2) T(e) + i C E~1(2) 
E 

Under 
i! -+ H£(~). 

This expression combined with the general definition of .ny 

conformal field A(i!12), 
- . 

oEA(2,~) = ~T(~)E(~) A(!!,!) d~ 

gives eq (7) 

Expanding the_,s~ress-energy tensor in a Laurent series 

we get 

T(2) " 

T(e) = 

E I! "'n-2 L-n 

--n-2 E I! - Ln '" - cg) 

Equation (8) can be inverted using cauchy's theorem to give 

.. 
! 
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LA ,,1*1 e
nH 

T(i!) 

- i - .. n+1 " L« = ~ ~ T(2) 
211i 

To derive the algebra for ~n, consider 

[L h, T(oo)} " Ln T(oo) - T(w)L~ 

n+l' n+1 . 
=.c~ i! T(i!)T() _ 1: ~ ~ 1{oo) T(i!) 
,. 2I1i 00" 2I1i 

using Cauchy's theorem we get 

[ ] 
C 2. n~2 n 

Ln' T(oo) "12 n(n - 1) 00 + 2(n+1)oo T(oo) 
n+1 ( 

+00 ablToo) 

The expansion (8) yields 
2 

[L , L 1 " (n-m) L··· _ + E. n(n ~1) °n+m,O 
n m n+m ::1:2 

Simil arly 
2 

·(L·,i:1 " (n-m) L", + C n(n·,-1) °n+m 0 
n m. n+m I2 ' 

[ L' L'l" 0 n ' iii 

This is the virasoro algebra for two-dimensional conformal 

field theory. The constant C 1s called the central charge 

and its value i~'dineral depends on the particular theory 

under consideratibh. 

, 
I 
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,Sec C: Jhe Str'1.!!iL.l!!eorlEffective Action 

The arguments ad?uced by Polyakov Connecting the 3DIM 

with the String theory'have been mentioned in the previous 

chapter. This argument requires the 'intermediation of the 

theory of random sdrfaces. If one could solve the theory of 

random surfaces then the 3DIM problem"could have been solved. 

But no satisfactory analytic solution has not been found yet. 

At this point it is necessary t6 ~ive a short discussion 

about Supersymmetry (SUSY) and its implication for String' 

theory. The concept of SUSY belongs to the realm of high 

enerqy physics where it is believed that at very high 

energies the fermion arid the boson have the same properties. 

For the purpose here, this concept is immaterial. Instead, 

one is interested in finding a suitable mathematical 

pr~cedure for convertin~ a theory which describes bosonic 

objects to one'describinrJ fermion'ic objects, It is very 

well known now that the world sheet of the bosonIc String 

can be converted into a world sheet for the fermionic string 

by introducing an appropriate number of antlcommuting 

fermionic cool'dj.-Ila~es for parametl'izing the World sheet. 

, 

The question then arises as to how many such fermionlc 

coordinates are needed as parameters of the fermionic World 

sheet. In this connection one needs to make a distinction 

between the coordinatp parameters transforming locally or 

globally on the World sheet under reparametrisation. This 

matter will be discussed in greater detail in the next section, 

One n:(9tes that baSically one is interested in slIpersymmetri-



sation of the 40 space-time properties of a theory. The pro

cedure of introducing_fermionic parameters on the World sheet 

is only a mathem~tical construction to ensure space-time SUSV. 

It ha 5 been proved rece~t ly C (L7 tha t '5 pace-t i me SUS Vis 

obtained in String theorg by introducing N • 2 (global) 

Supersymmetry ie by introducing two global fermionic parameters 

on the World sheet. It has also been noted in chapter II 

that the String World sheet has conformal symmetry. The 

combination of conformal symmetry and N=2{global) supersymmetry 

is called N=2{global) superconformal symmetry. The theory 

of a 2D superconfQrmal symmetry has been discussed at length 

recently [-10_7. 

Coming hack to the 13.0 IM, if one accepts Polyakov's 

arguments, then it is necessary to find the action of the 

fermionic String in order to calculate the partition function 

and/or the critical exponents. The calculation of the 

effaitlve action for the bosonic String. starting from e~(3) 

was pet'formed by' Polyakov Cll_7. 

At this point it is necessary to mention that the 

fermionic String theory is no longer in use; it has bean 

found that it is more convenient from the phenomenological 

point of viel" to 1'J,)p.lilce the fermionic Stt'ing by the 

so-called heterotic string l-12_7. Both,the bosonic and 

heterotic Strings can be quanti sed at their respective 

critical dimensions and the effective action at other than 

critical dimension are given by l-11,13.7 



Bosonic:-

26-d I d"'2-l 
Seff ". 48n R 
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1. R 
A 

R • Scalar Curvature 

Heterotic (N=l):-

S ,,10-d J d2l deE-1E+ 
eff 16n 

(9) 

tl;l;, 

o ~ll:"'V + 
E+ 

(10) 

where A in the first equation is the laplace BeltramLOpe~tor iil 

20. These actions are 4plled anoma1ly actions. Themeaning 

of the symbols in the se~ond e. (10) are in reference £-13.7. 

These equations are quoted here mainly to point out 

that the effective action disappears whend • 26 and 10 

respectively. only at which dimensions the theories can be . .. 
quanti sed. It may be mentioned here that the effective 

action gOing to zero in the critical dimension does not mean 

absence of dynamics which are detel'mined by the sy"mmetries 

of the theory [·14.7. 

·An interesting observation [- 15a.7 that.made it 
~~ .1' __ 

possible to use the above forms ets (9,10) of the effective 

action for the 301M is that even though'0=3 now, is the , 

following. One may peRd on the immediate quantisation and 

instead notice the identi-6yof Seft above with the action of 

the two- dimensional quantum field theory. For e~ (9) 

explicit identity has been proved [·15a.7. for N=I.2 the 

identity is accepted. In section B 2DCFT has been discus

sed; the N·2 two dimensional superconformal field theory 
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(2DSCFT). will be discussed in the next sectioh. 

Sec. 0: Th'HeterotieStti~g ·and Twd Dimansidnll Super -
Cdnfdt~a~Fi.ld Theory .- .' 

Before launching into a discussion of the proper topics 

of this section, it would be appropriate to comment on the 

analogy between the Seff (e~s. 9 and 10) and those of the 

corresponding two dimensional theories. As already mentioned 

only in the N-O case (Bosonic String) has an explicit proof 

been given by showing ~he equivalence of the actions. The 

simpler path is to show, as has been done for the N~l case 

,-15 , 16, 13.7 that it is possible to find a field in 

superspace (superfield) which satisfies the same equation 

of motion as that obtained from the anomaly action. Th~s 

latter superfield can be replaced by an equivalent superfield 

which gives an'Weis-lumino-Witten (WiW) - like action. 

The general W~W theory is another manifestation of the 

2DSCQFT. The details of this procedure will be demonstrated 

in the following for the case of the heterotic string on a 

world-sheet wHh·oN;:2 global SUSV. 

As already mdfttioned the heterotit string l-12.7 has 

replaced the fermionif as having phenomenologyically desirabl~ 

qualities. It is a closed string. In the critical dimen

sion, the degrees of freedom of the string, being.massless 

20 free fields, can be decomposed into right and left movers, 

Ie functions of T-g and T+a respectively. The heterotic 

string may be constructed with the following degrees of _ 
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freedom: 

a) The right movf"~ sector of fermionic superstring 

consists of 8 tt'ansverse bo"Sonic coordinates and 8 fermiontc 

coordinates. 

b) The left moving bosonic sector consists of 8 tran~ 

serse bosonic coordinates and 16 internal bosonic coordinates. 

This heterotic string lives on a )0 World-sheet. These 

are reasons why any string. whether bosonic or heterotic 

should have conformal symmetry. To ensure 40 space-time 

SUSY one introduces two:independent global fermionlc para

meters ~+ and i+ on the World-sheet. On this World-sheet 

one can then define the covariant derivatives vA' L-17.7. 

V A ~ EA + W A~~ 

N = E~ ON + WAM 

with 

vA ~ ( vA' 17+, v". V*) 

ON = ( D +' D +' 3~. 34<) 

HA " 1.f~;'·W+, W',e 14*) 

° " 
a ~ _. a 
30++ Q+ TI + 

a ,- 3 
30 + 1-0+ 'ax.; 

jj 3 a 
- -~'+0-1 a0 + 0 

{-
3 3 + i0 - , 

--:: .,' ax'> 
30 

+ 

(11 ) 
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where 

x,1t ~ XO + xl 
= X

O + X 
I 

X -

~ = xO + ix l 

l X
O . I = '~x 

jO and ~l are the parameter space coordinates. The second 

forms of 0+ and 0+ are obtained by analytic continuation 

E: 's are the vielbein fields which can be expanded around 

the flat background; 

EN = aN + HN 
A A A 

M i~ the Lor~ntz genera~Dr and WA's are the Spin connections. 

The formalism is similar to that of 2D relativity. 

It is known that 2D manifold can be described locally 

by a single superfield. But the superfields E: (or H:) are 

large in number and redundant. By a combination of constra

ints on the cov,riant derivatives and gauge transformations 

of reparametrization and Lorentz invariances, the riumber of 

superfields will be reduced to one in the following. 

Brooks et al l-17.7 have given the following constraints 

and a~soclated identities, 
~. 

r '7+' '7+} = 0 

r '7 , V } = 2i'r(p 
-} {-

[v+,V~} = 0 

[17+, v.} 3 iG. V+- 2i~+M 

C + -+-
V~, '7 } = - E V - r v - RM • = + + 



and 

V;~G~ 
-+ 

" L 

V i:+ - 0 + ~ 

"1+);+ '+ <r- " R 

. -+ V+R ~ 21-V~ L 
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R is the scalar curvature of the world sheet. 

~riting the covariant derivatives in full 

v + ~ E~D+ + r!af:t ' E~a= + W+M:. 

-+1) '* "1+ = E+ + + E+a. +: E:a= + W+M. 

f+D E* ~ M "If " '. + + fa.+;. E+a=+ H~ • 

v. ~ E:D+ + [~a+ + E=a + W M 
;::: :.: = 

On~ may note that + is a fermionic and. and. are ,bsonic 

indices with lorentz weights I , +1 and -1, respectively! 

Fore example. 

ME ~ -E = = 
MW • IW ++ 

MW~ • W 
T • 

It may be possible to solve the constraints and 
, .. 

identities in e~s (11) in general casI. It is, however, 

possible to achieve simplification byhoting that the 

derivatives VA'S ore covariant under general super coordi

nates and local Lorentz transformations. 

(13) 

(14 ) 

(15) 
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VA = ek 
V A e- k 

with gauge parameters KN and· II respectively. 

From e~ (16) 

(, V A " V A - V A " [K. V AJ 

for infinitesimal gauge transformations •. One can notice 

that the vielbein fields are 

+ -+ + r + 
E • E+ • E+ • E+ • E+ 

+ 
E~ • E~ • 

r+ Et E: numbering ten in total. 

The ~onstraints are five in number. So following Ref 11s1 
We take the following independent fields often the constr~ 

aints are applied, 

+ • " ~ = E+ E+, E+ • E" ' E" • 

One can set the three fields 

+ .' d " E+ • E+ an E+ 

equal to zero by adjJ~ting the components of the gauge 

parameter, namely 

K~. K+ and K" 

E: may by eliminated by adjusting II, 

( 1 6 ) 

(17) 

This is a standard procedure and one is left with only one 

independent vielbein E! Thus the only independent gauge 

superfield is H! which is identified with the gravitational 

, 
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superfield in 20. 

The solution of the constraints and identities in e~s(ll) 

dow becomes simpler. These have been found to be L-19 7. 

E ~ 0 + + 

E+ " i5 + 

Et = 0", 

E= • o. + H~ot - t (O+H:) 0+ - t(D+H!)O+ 

H = 0 + 

W = 0 + 

W", " 0 

1>1= = a HI< 
+ " 

R " _o2H' 
* " 

+ i >I< 
E = 2" i\o+H. 
-+.;: t 
l: = - 0 OJ. H 2 + ,. = 

-+ VG=E =OG + + 

Transformation of H! is now, 

oH* = .-V"Kf 
:;:; :-

= - [ "= + H~ of 

~ a H*M]K" 
~ . 

But 
MK* " _Kf 

. t . 4-i (D+H~)i5+ - i (D+H.)D+ 

(18) 



So 

-" K~ = oH'" 
= 

= _ [a + Ht-a - i. (D Ht')D _ i (0 Ht)'O ' 
= =*2 +=+'2" +=+ 

- at-H~ I Kf {20 ) 

One can now write 

oS " di!1 do Ide J oH~ 
+ +." 

" dl1do+ IdO+Jt""K f 

" § - f dl dO+ 1 dO+""J.K , 

On integrating by part. J
t 

is an appropriate supercurrent. 

The equation of Olo'tlon given by tiS = 0 leads to 

"J ,,0 " * 
AQain consider the general relation '-11,20 7 

, - -
Ta _ 

a - T T = d R 
r 24n 

where T is the Stress-energy tensor. One notes that the 

Stress-energy tensor is a higher tensoria1 current with 

lorentz weight nil, so are Rand v=J f and one sets, 

T~ " v J 
a =,t" 

which leads to 

R = O. 

Thus the equation of Olotion is from e~ (18) 

a~ H~ = O. 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 
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This appears to be a new result for N=2 superspace. 

Following Refs l 1~,13 7 one introduces a new scalar 

superfield 
f which is determined by H: through the equation, 

± 
rl f = -H ' "_f + i (D H')6 f ~ i (5 H~)D f . 

- 2 + = + 2 + - + 
(?5 ) 

llsing eq 1(5) one now finds 'the transformation of fwhich induces eq(20), 

r n other words. the intention is to loo¥ for the class i ca 1 equa Hon of 

mot i on of th" suoerf i e I d f and try to obta in the quantum 'ana:logue i h a 

generalised form. To this end, from el (25), 

~ 

:t. ~~ / ±_ 
= -6H d.f H_ aof + cc (D+OH_)O ... f 

~ - .. '(: 2 -
d lif 

+ i (0 ~·)D 8f + i (5 8H")D f 
2 + ~ + 2 + ~ + 

+ .~ (6 H~)D Of 
2 + ~ + 

Now using eq (20) 

or 

~ 
~ v K~ d f - H*3.of ! (D g KE)6 f 

~ • ~+ 2 +~ + 
aOf 

I 1- -
I '-- (0 H )0 Of 

2 + ~ + 
-; - t: 
-- (0 " K ) 0 f 
2 +" + 

+((OH;)Dof 
;; + = + 

(' . 
I 'l + H a 

2 (1l+!!:)5+ L -:: t 

~ '7 K;' 

- (0 H',O JIif ') + ~ + 
" 

:) f -, ~ -
? (D+V~K )D+f 

~ (i5f\l~K')Dff 

(26 ) 

( 27) 
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Solution of equation (27) leads to l 19 7 , 

Of - Kf a f - t f 0 K~D f i 5 K1'O f 
2 + + 2 + + (28) 

Setting af = 0, one would get the classical equation of 

motion for the superfie1d. It is not necessary, however, to 

find the equation of motion, and following Polyakov L-13_7 
the assumption is made that the quantum analogue of eq(28) is 

Of=Ka.f i. 0 K~D f 
2 + + 

f 5 KfO f 
2 + + 

Here the assumption essentially is that due to gauge inter

action of the superconformal field with the gravitational 

(gauge) field the form of the transformation law is not 

(29) 

changed. ~ore generally, the eq (29) is assumed to be of the 

form L 1~,13_7 

of = Ka f - !: 
'i' 2 

0+K~5+f 

- >. ( a * Kt- ) f 

i 
2 

~+KFD+ f 

(30) 

where the symbol : : means that the operator products at 

coincident points have been suitably defined. The constants 

K and>. could be determined from consistency conditions 

arising from the properties of the superconformal field f. 

Sec. E: N = 2 Supercqnforma1 Ward Identity and the Graded 

Algebra 9s1 (2/1L. 

Ward identities are identities that corres~ond to the 

symmetry properties of a theory. In the case of N = 1 
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superconformal symmetry the ward identities for general 

variation of 20QFT are known /-15, 13 7 • for the N = 2 - -
case also they have been calculated L 19 i. Only the result 

is quoted here for N = 2 
a 

N Li 
< ja y > = L -·-f < Y > 

i=l X • 
01-

where y = f(r,) .oo.f(rN); N is the number of poles in a 

given domain of ~, and 

and 

= = x = x - x 0 

01- 0 1. 

ja,S are defined by, 

H: = xt2j-l _ 2X*jO + jl +Xfo-~ 
8 ~ 

8+ 0 ~ -+ f 0 -+o~ +-+ + - J - 0 X J - I + 8 J + q 0 0 
° 

La,S are defined by, 

-l 
L = ar- 0 

i -+--& + 
LO of - - 8 0 - (1 0 - A 

= x af 2 + 2 + 

L+ 1 
" xf2 a ... . t 0+0 t.-+- = ix 8 D - 2x.x ,- 1-X - + + 

+ 
L! c GI * + 0 * +-+ a - 2>'0 = 2x' 0 a + 1-X D + 0 0 --f + ao+ 
.1 _I + 

L 2 = G = 28 a + iD - f + 

[~ _1 
_ G 2 f-+ f- +-+ a -+ 2x e a + ix D -8 0 -_+ - 2A0 

t + d0 

c-~ = G-~ 0- + . D 
= 20 at + 1- + 

'" = J
O -+ ;) + 3 = 0 . -"-+ -. 0 _. 

L 38 30+ 

(31 ) 

(32) 

(33) 

It turns out that Lt1,0 are the generators of the projective 

transformation in superspace, Gil' ~tl are the generators . . 
of SUSY called superchanges and t is the zero mode J O of an 
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U(l) current which has charge q • 
0 

The L'S in eq (33) satisfy the N = 2 graded algebra 

of the group SL (2,R) ie gs1(2/1), given by , 

[ Lm, Ln ] = (n-m) Lm+n 

r Lm, Gn "] = - Om-m) Gm+n 

{ Gm, Gn } = { ~m, ~n } = 0 

') -m+n L Lm, Gn = -Om-n) G 

[ J
O

, G
r J Gr 

[ J
O

• Gr J = Gr 

[Lm,Jo)=O (34) 
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CHAPTER IV 

II 

An Ansatz for Critical Exponents 

of 3D ISing model 

Sec A: Critical Exponents 

At present there is no quantitative theory of phase 

transition. But it is known that phase transitions are 

characterized by the appearance of some non-zero quantity 

in the ordered state. In a ferromagnetic this quantity 

is the spontaneous magnetization. Such a quantity is 

called the order parameter. The order parameter is expected 

to be zero above the critical temperature and non zero 

) 

below Tc' The study of critical phenomena has come to focus, 

in recent years, more and more on the value of a set of 

indices called critical exponents which describe the 

behaviour near the critical region of the various quantities 

of interest [ 1 ]. 

The critical exponent for a general thermodynamic 

function f ( €) is defined in terms of a dimensionless 

variable E called the reduced temperature 

€ " 

T - T c 

\ 

If for the function f (€) which is assumed to be 

positive and continuous for sufficiently small positive 

values of € the limit 

A "9.im 9.nf(€) 
E~O 9.nE 
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exist, then A is called the critical exponent of the 

function f{E). 

form 

In short we frequently write this relation in the 

f(£) A 
'" £ 

which does not imply 

f{£) " A£A 

But in general there are correction terms and the relation 

is replaced by 

f(£) = A£A{I+B£Y+ ... ) , y>O 

Here we shall consider some of the critical exponents 

associated with a magnetic system. 

Consider the magnetization M as a function of T and 

H. At fixed T, let H tend to zero. If M remains non-zero, 

the system is said to experience spontaneous magnetization. 

It is known that the qualitative plot for the spontaneous 

magnetization as a function of temperature in zero magnetic 

field is as shown in fig I. 

M 

~---'-----'---"---"--------lI> . 
o Tc of" 

Fig 7. Magnetization as a function of 
temperature. 

-. , 
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For (,l-,(egionnear Tc' 11 should vanish. Tflerefore, we can 

approximate this behaviour by 

M(T) '" (£)8 

where B is the critical exponent for the magnetization. 

Also. the susceptibility X is found to diverage as T 

approaches Te' 

X '" (E)-Y 

Another quantity of interest is the specific heat 

c=_T a2F 
°a T2 

It also may diverge as the temperature is reduced to Tc 

c '" o( E ) -a 

where a is the specific heat critical exponent. 

A similar power law can be obt~ined for other variables by 

analyzing their corresponding qualitative graphs. In general 

however. the critical exponents may differ above and below 

the critical temperature. In this case we must define two 

different critical exponents. For example, the susceptibi

lity and the $pecific heat have each two critical exponents. 

X '" (E) -Y T ... T c from above 
1 

(-£)-y T -> T c from below 

c '" ( £ )-a T ..,. T 
c from above 

I 

( - E) -a 
T ~Tc from below 

I 
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Interest in critical exponents is due to the fact that, 

although the corresponding exponents may differ slightly 

from material to material they seem to depend primarely 

on fundamental parameters such as the dimensionality of 

the system. This independence of the critical exponents 

on the nature of the system is referr~d to as "universality 

The exact solution for the 201M is obtained in zero 

magnetic field. Therefore it is not possible to obtain 

directly the spontaneous magnetization and the exponents 

fS • y, and /. The spontaneous maqnetization and the exponen 

fS was. however. obtained later by Yang indirectly. The 

susceptibility of the 201M has not yet been calculated, we 
1 

have only approximate values for the exponent y • Since no 

one has yet succeeded in solving the three dimensional Isin 

Model exactly all exponents are obtained by approximation 

techniques t~ll now. 

Sec B: Nonrenormalisation of Coupled 

N = 2 SCQFT ~nd the Ansatz for a and B 

One notices that the 20 gravity superfleld H is the 

gauge field of SUSY and according to the rules of gauge 

I nteraction it couples with the matter field ~Ihich is the 

N = 2 20SCQFT. It is expected in general that due to this 

coupling the characterstices of the coupled field will be 

different from the original fields. This has been shown 

to be the case for N = I SUSY in ref 115bl. In the same 

reference it has been shown that the coupled superfield has 
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inherent local currents which take on values in the N~l 

super lie algebra gsl (2). 

In ch.III above it has been shown that for N=2 

SUSY the coupled superfield contains currents which take 

on values in the N=2 super lie algebra 9s1 (2/1). In 

general the lie algebra of currents, in addition to 

conformal symmetry, characterises the Wess-Zumino Witten 

(WZW) model and as is well known that the 2DSCQFT has a 

one-to-one correspondence with this model [21]. The WZW 

model is characterized by k, a positive integer, which is 

known as the central charge of th~ ~odel. The 2DSCQFT, as 

in the case of ordinary 2DCFT, is characterised by the 

conformal dimension h. From which ever point of view 

one looks at the coupled gauge-matter field. it has been 

found that both hand k are renormalized for N=O and 

1 [15 ]. For the case of N = 2 SUSY it is expected that 

such renormalisation would not occur but has not been 

explicitly demonstrated. This is done in the following 

for the conformal dimension h for N=2 20 superconformal 

primary field. 

Since the specific formalism ~or N G 2 is rather 

complicated [23,- 24 ) it has been found that an approach 

via N ~ 0 formalism followed by a generalisation at the 

end suffice to demonstrate the nonrenormalisation of h. 

One may start from the variation of the fields ja(z} under 

the gauge group of the WZ~I model [ 8 J, 

o ja (z) = if abc wb(z} jC(z) + k'~ wa(z}. 
w _ d Z 

~ , 
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which combined with the relation 

<5 A(z,i)= I 
w c 

Ja(i;) wa(~) A(?,i) di; 

z 
gives the operator (OPE), 

ja(z) }(w) 

product expansion 

k<5 ab ifabc 
= + ' 

(Z_W)2 (z-w) 

c 
j (w) + regular terms 

( 3\) 
/ 

This is the OPE for what is known as an affine, or affine 

Kae - MoOdy (KM) algebra or 20 current algebra for WZW 

Model. fhis is an exactly solvable model of 20QFT. For 

physical reasons k is required to be a positive integer. 

In terms of mode expansion 

ja{Z)=E Ja - (n+ 1 ) 
n z 

n Z , 

which with eq. (35) gives 

[a b jm ' I n j= ifabc c 
Jm+n + kmoabom+n, 0 

(36) 

where f abe are structure constants of the gauge groups of 

the HZI~ model. m, ncz and a ,b,c, run over I G I = dim G. 

The representation theory of KM algebra has many 
," 

features similar to a virasoro algebra. There exists the 

notion of primary fields ~~(r), a mu{tiplet of fields with 

index ~, with respect to the affine KM algebra, for which 

the OPE has the leading singularity, 

t a 

ja(z) $(r)(w) = z~:L $(r
J
(0) + (37 ) 
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This should be recognised as the statement 1hat .(r) 

transform as some representation (r) of G where the right 

side numerator is shorthand for 

r t a JR-k.k 
(r) ( r) 

and t(r) are representation matrices for G in the represent

ation (r). The representation metnioned above may be taken 

as the irreducible representation. The primary fields 

.(r) create states out of vacuum called the highest weight 

states, 

.(r) (0) 10>" \(r», 

a multiplet of states that provide a representation of the 

zero-mode algebra, 

J: I(r» = t~r)f(r» 

Ja(z)l(r» = 0 • n>O (38) 

The algebric structure characterising an affine or 

current algebra .. turns out to incorporate a natural definition 

of T(z), the stress-energy tensor, 

IG I 
T (z) '" I E Ja(z) Ja(z) 

B a = 

I G I 
= t E Ja(z) Ja(w) - ~~ 

z+w a=1 . (Z-W)2 
(39) 
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Mode expansion on either side of (39) gives 

L 
__ 1 1: 

n - e m ~ 00 

00 

Ja Ja 
m+n -m 

f3 has been evaluated in ref[ 8 1, 

f3 " 2k + CA, 

C Ila b 
A " 

f acd fbcd 

(40) 

ie C
A 

is the casimir Operator in the adjoint representation 

of G. 

Th us 

Lol(r»= 1 

2k + CA 

IG I 
1: 
a -1 

1:. 
hI '" _00 

Ja Ja :I(r» m -m 

(41 ) 

Generalisation of this procedure to superalgebra. is given 

in ref 125 1 and that a direct generalisation is possible 

is obvious. Using eq. (38). (40) and (41), 

Lo I(r) " 
·2k + C A 

Since by definition 
-

1 G 1 
1: 
a=l 

1 G I 
1: 
a" 1 

ta a 
(r) t(r)l(r» 

a a 
t(r) t(r) 

is the quadratic casmir operator of the representation (r), 
Cr 

Lo I(r» " 2k + C
A 

1 (r» , (43) 
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ie. the eigenvalues of Lo is 

Cr 
2k+CA 

weight h 
r 

Again, by definition, the conformal highest 

of a primary multiplet ~(r)(z) is given by, 

Loi(r» = hri(r» , 

where hr is also the conformal dimension of the field 

q, 
(r)(Z)' Thus 

h = r 

C
r 

2k+C 
A 

(44 ) 

gives the dimension of the (super) conformal field. Cr 
for the N 0: 2 graded 'S~(2,R) =j~t2/l) which appears in the 

notation of ref [22] as spl (2/1) has been found in the 

same reference as p2_a 2, where p is the highest weight of 

the irreducible representation of gsl(2/l), 

P 0: 0, ! , 1. 3/2, (45) 

and a is any'real number. In order to find CA one notices 

that it has been pointed out in ref 1241 that for both Lie 

algebra and superalgebras Ca = 2g where 9 is called the 

dual coexter number. 9 has been calculated for the super

group SU(m/n) tn'ref. [24J as equal to m-n where m and n 

are, respecively, the number of bosonic and fermionic super , 

Lie generators. Such calculation does not appear to exist 

for gs~(2/1) but it is safe to take that the relevant g is 

a positive or negative integer. However, CA for Osp (2/2) 

has been calculated [25] by a method very different from 

that of ref. [24J and found to be 1. 

Since gs~(2/1) and Osp (2/2) are isomorphic the casimir 
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operators are expected to be the same. Remembering CA : 29. 

the only appropriate choice of CA ~ 2. The departure 

from the result of ref[251 is presumably due to difference 

in normalisation in the-two cases. 

Finally one sets B = 0 and obtains from eq (44). 

hr = \1
2 

2(k+l) 

Again; in ref [15b J. k has been calculated as a 

a function of d for the N = 2 supersymmetric case. 

d - 3 = 2k 

( 46.) 

( 47) 

Since WZW models can have only k = 0.1.2.3 •... etc .• one 

can see from eq ( 47 ) that the values of d consistent 

with this constraint is 

d • 3.5,7.9,11 •.•. , 

It may noted lnthis connection that Gervais and Neveu 

( 26) have found that away from the critical dimension of 

10, a fermionic strJng can be quanti sed only at dimension= 

3.5 and 7. Also at k = 0 corresponding to d = 3 above the 

liZW theory has. propet'ties which are qual itatively different 

from those at higher k values. These matters need further 

investigation. 

To continue with the case of 3D Ising model 

corresponding to k = 0, one finds from eq. (46). 

hr = 
)12 1 
z=O'!l' 

1 
"2"' (48) 
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One may compare these values of hr with those of the 

free N = 2 2DSC primary fields, q~oted for example, in 

Re f [ 10 ] , fig. 2., 

1 1 h = 0, ,-
r 8 4 

1 

2 

It hus appears that in the permitted spectrum of 

primary fields, three out of four dimensions from th~ 

(49) 

relevant Kac spectrum appear in nonrenormalised from. The 

reason why the otherie! does not appear is not obvious; 
4 

it may have something to do with the fact that the three 

that appear, namely, 

excellent values for 

1 0, - , 
8 

a and 

and! are enough to provide 
2 

(3 for 3D Ising model. 

For N = 1 global SUSY on the world sheet polyakov 
I' 

et al ( 15 1 made the ansatz y = hr and arrived at the 

value 

y (d) = d-l t I (l-d) (9-d) 
4 

An equation which is meaningless in realistic dimensions. 

An ansatz is necessary, however, as even though the 

critical exponents are functions of ~r the exact functional 

form is unknown in general. What is more is that, unlike 

the case of N = 0, the identification of the superconformal 
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primary fields for N = I, 2, ... etc is a1$.o unknown. 

Finally, using the two nontrivial values of primary field 
II 

dimensions in eq. (48} one may make the ansatz 

1 1 3 0.375 S = - - = - -
2 8 8 

and 1 a = - = 0.125 , 
8 

and compare them with other available values in table 1. 

Table 1. 

301M 4 This 
Expt Sen es RG <I> - theory !:alcula-

eXPijO tion 

a 0",0.2 0.125 0.08 o . 17 0.125 
I 

! 

S 0-3-0;4 0.313 0.34 0.33 
, 

0.375
1 

Source: * (1) L.E Reichl, A modern course 

in statistical physics ... 
(Univ. of Texas press, Austin 1980) 

P 344. 

(2) H. Eyring, Statistical mechanics and 

dynamics (Wiley, Newyork 1982) P 475 

, 



I 
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CONCI.USION 

Though this calculation is not very rigorous because 

of the current state of,development of the theory of 20.. 

superconformal fields and the algebra of supergroups the 

agreement appears excellent. It is important to point out 

that while the theory of 20 conformal fields has been 

useful in the study of critical systems in 20, the ~pproach 

of ref 1151 is exceptional in the sense that for the first 

time a 30 critical system has been treated via the theory 

of 20 superconformal, fields. This has been made possible 

by the use of string theory methods. 

" 
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